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Alpha's

products are designed, built, selected, and used by Paul Pfeiffer, three time
World Pro Group 7 Champion and three time National Pro Group 7 Champion.
Our uncompromising commitment to quality and the valuable input from the
Team Alpha racers assure you of the finest products available in slot racing. Our products may
be purchased at or ordered through better raceways and distributors worldwide.
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Cahoza Products...
We also stock a wide selection of High Quality Cahoza Products imported from the Czech
Republic. Many Cahoza items may be purchased on the Alpha Online Store www.alphaslotracing.com
All current Cahoza products can be ordered for you if we don't have it in stock. It is possible to
view the Cahoza catalog at www.cahoza.com
Prices of Cahoza items are subject to change.
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Alpha Race Tires have been the industry leaders for over a decade. It's no surprise because our on
track testing has lead to a superior design, lighter weight, and better handling. Our tires are crafted in
our shop to insure stronger threads, better fit on the axle, more accurately machined rims, and the
truest grind in slot racing. All our tires use featherweight magnesium hubs and are priced no higher
than others charge for aluminum hubs. Don't settle for less! The finest racing tires are right here!

TIRES
Alpha rim diameters.... Small, Full Hub = .411
Big Full Hub = .472
Big Hub = .494
WONDER RACE TIRES - $11.69 per pair
These tires feature the super tough, long, long wearing black rubber, which also
has exceptional grip. In addition, it is unusually light in weight. This
phenomenal compound has come to be called "Wonder Rubber" and it has
taken wing car racing by storm. For years the performance of high powered slot
cars have exceeded the capabilities of the tires making frequent tire changes
necessary, but this remarkable compound is up to the test.. It is particularly
recommended for high speed racing in glue.
This amazing rubber combined with Alpha's superior design, quality, and
precision will give you the winning edge you are looking for. For any type wing
car racing with glue, this is the tire of choice. Available in medium (add M after
catalog #), hard (add H after catalog #), or extra hard (add X after catalog #).
Wonder rubber in 1/8" axle sizes will please those who are looking for a good
long lasting tire. The wonder rubber provides tremendous wear. This is also a
good choice for those rental cars. (Soft or Medium only)

#11WR-(S or M) - 3/32" x .760"
#12WR-(S or M) - 3/32" x .790"

BIG HUB WONDER RACE TIRES - $11.69 per pair (Soft and Medium)
- $12.29 per pair (Hard and Extra Hard)
Big hubs have more bite and lower rolling resistance so important on modern
high-speed tracks. Less sidewall deflection also makes them faster in the
bankings. Available in soft (add S after catalog #), medium (add M after catalog
#), hard (add H after catalog #), or extra hard (add X after catalog #)
(1/8" axle big hub Wonder Tires available in Soft or Medium only.)

#611WR-(S,M, H, or X) - 3/32" x .760"
#612WR-(S,M, H, or X) - 3/32" x .790"
#613WR - (S or M) - 3/32” x .825”
#722WR - (S or M) - 1/8" x .825"
#724WR - (S or M) - 1/8" x .790"
#725WR - (S or M) - 1/8" x .770"

#32WR - (S or M) - 1/8" x .825"
#34WR - (S or M) - 1/8" x .790"
#35WR - (S or M) - 1/8" x .770"

DRILLED BIG HUB WONDER RACE TIRES - $13.69 per pair (Soft and
#D611WR-(S,M,H,X) - 3/32" x .760"
Medium)
#D613WR-(S or M ) -3/32” x .825”
DRILLED BIG HUB HARD WONDER RACE TIRES - $14.29 per pair
DRILLED BIG HUB EXTRA HARD WONDER RACE TIRES - $14.29 per pair
Alpha now has drilled, big hub Wonder Rubber tires. Drilling the 18 holes in the
rims, removes about .2 grams per pair. These are plenty strong enough to race
with, not just for qualifying. Lighter is better!

BIG FULL HUB WONDER RACE TIRES - $12.69 per pair (Soft or Medium)
#521WR-(S or M) - 3/32” x .760”
These tires are excellent for the faster wing cars (group 27 & group 7) in spray #522WR-(S or M) - 3/32” x .790
glue... where maximum grip is needed. Use these if you won't be narrowing the #523WR-(S or M) - 3/32” x .825”
tires. Lot's of grip, low rolling resistance, long wearing, soft or medium hardness.

Prices subject to change without notice.
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SMALL FULL HUB WONDER RACE TIRES - $12.69 per pair(Soft or Medium) #421WR-(S or M) - 3/32” x .760”
Recommended for Scale and Retro racing on faster tracks. The wonder rubber #422WR-(S or M) - 3/32” x .790”
grades (medium or soft) will have less grip and longer wear than similar tires with #423WR-(S or M) - 3/32” x .825”
Piranha rubber. Generally smaller rim tires like these will work best on flat tracks
or slower/rough tracks. Order the soft for the most grip.
DRILLED BIG FULL HUB WONDER- $14.69 per pair (Soft or Medium)
#Q511WR-(S or M) - 3/32” x .760”
These tires feature our big full hubs comprehensively lightened with 9 holes
#D522WR-(S or M) - 3/32” x .790
each. Then we mount and grind selected soft or medium hardness wonder
#D523WR-(S or M) - 3/32” x .825”
rubber to produce tires with terrific bite and light weight. Our hollow set screws
are used for better balance and minimum weight. These tires have proved to be
excellent for qualifying in glue. They are also perfect for spray glue racing
(Gp 27 & 7) where a lot of grip is needed. They are not fragile like other
qualifying tires… They are more than strong enough for racing.

PIRANHA RACE TIRES - $10.29 per pair
#218 - 3/32" x .760"
(EXCELLENT BITE) "Soft, Natural, Aromatic Rubber." Alpha's Piranha tires
#228 - 3/32" x .790"
really bite the track, especially when very clean and/or slippery. And they
#238 - 3/32" x .825"
feature high quality, lightweight magnesium rims These rims give the Piranha
tires a big advantage over the other brands using aluminum hubs. The original #318 - 1/8" x .875"
Piranhas have won thousands of races! Features a cup point set screw. Color: #328 - 1/8" x .825"
Black only. Available for 3/32" and 1/8" axles, in all our popular sizes.
#338 - 1/8" x .920"
#348 - 1/8" x .790"
#358 - 1/8" x .770

SMALL FULL HUB PIRANHA RACE TIRES - $11.29 per pair
#4218 - 3/32" x .760"
(A LITTLE MORE BITE) The small hub has no boss area for the setscrew. (The #4228 - 3/32" x .790"
hub is the same diameter along the entire width of the wheel.) The rubber is
#4238 - 3/32" x .825"
glued all the way to the edge of the rim. A great short track tire. These tires
should work best on flat, short, or tight tracks.

BIG HUB PIRANHA RACE TIRES - $10.29 per pair
(EVEN MORE BITE) The big hub Piranhas have a set screw boss area like the
original Piranha tires, but have a larger diameter rim. This results in a lower
rolling resistance for greater straightaway speed and less sidewall deflection,
resulting in faster speeds on banking.

#6118 - 3/32" x .760"
#6128 - 3/32" x .790"
#6138 - 3/32" x .825”

BIG FULL HUB PIRANHA RACE TIRES - $11.29 per pair
(THE MOST BITE) Big full hub Piranhas have the big diameter hub with no boss
area. The rubber is glued along the entire width of the rim. The result is a tire
with a low rolling resistance and maximum grip. They work great on slippery
tracks, longer tracks, and on banked tracks, including ovals. These are the
lightest big full tires available.

#5218 - 3/32" x .760"
#5228 - 3/32" x .790"
#5238 - 3/32" x .825"

Prices subject to change without notice.

#7218 - 1/8" x .875”
#7228 - 1/8" x .825”
#7238 - 1/8" x .920"
#7248 - 1/8" x .790"
#7258 - 1/8" x .770”

#8218 - 1/8" x .875"
#8228 - 1/8" x .825"
#8238 - 1/8" x .920"
#8248 - 1/8" x .790"
#8258 - 1/8" x .770"
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CHEMICALLY TREATED BIG HUB PIRANHA RACE TIRES - $11.69 per pair
CHEMICALLY TREATED DRILLED BIG HUB PIRANHA RACE TIRES - $13.69
per pair
When regular Piranha tires are a bit too soft and grippy, try the new chemically
treated Piranhas. The treated rubber is firmer, has a bit less grip, but also is
longer wearing and produces greater straightaway speeds.

#6118T - 3/32” x .760” Big Hub
#6128T - 3/32” x .790” Big Hub
#6138T – 3/32” x .825” Big Hub
#D6118T - 3/32” x .760” Drilled Big
Hub
#D6128T - 3/32” x .790” Drilled Big
Hub
#D6138T – 3/32” x .825” Drilled Big
Hub

CHEMICALLY TREATED BIG FULL HUB PIRANHA RACE TIRES - $12.69 per #5118T - 3/32” x .760” Big Full Hub
pair
#5128T - 3/32” x .790” Big Full Hub
Alpha has a proprietary process of chemically treating the rubber to alter it's
#5138T – 3/32” x .825” Big Full Hub
characteristics. The treated Piranha rubber is a bit firmer, and has a bit less
grip. But it also is longer wearing and because it has less rolling resistance, is
faster on the straight-aways and in the bankings. Try it if the regular Piranhas
seem a bit too soft and grippy. These tires are for those of you like the "euro"
style hubs.
CHEMICALLY TREATED DRILLED BIG FULL HUB PIRANHA RACE TIRES $14.69 per pair
Alpha has a proprietary process of chemically treating the rubber to alter it's
characteristics. The treated Piranha rubber is a bit firmer, and has a bit less
grip. But it also is longer wearing and because it has less rolling resistance, is
faster on the straight-aways and in the bankings. Try it if the regular Piranhas
seem a bit too soft and grippy. These tires are for those of you like the "euro"
style hubs. These have 9 holes drilled in each hub, lighter and faster!

#D5218T - 3/32” x .760” Drilled Big
Full Hub
#D5228T - 3/32” x .790” Drilled Big
Full Hub
#D5238T - 3/32” x .825” Drilled Big
Full Hub

SUPERNATURAL RACE TIRES - $7.99 per pair
This is a blended rubber, part natural and part synthetic. It is soft, but a little
firmer than Piranha rubber. Grip is less than with Piranha, and wear a little
better than Piranha. An economical alternative to the Piranha Tires.
Available color: Black only.

#210 - 3/32" x .760"
#220 - 3/32" x .790"
#230 - 3/32" x .825"

BIG HUB SUPERNATURAL RACE TIRES - $7.99 per pair
DRILLED BIG HUB SUPERNATURAL RACE TIRES - $9.99 per pair
This tire is soft for light spray glue or slippery track conditions. The grip and
wear is intermediate between Piranha and Wonder Rubber

#6110 – 3/32” x .760” Big Hub
#D6110 – 3/32” x .760” Drilled Big
Hub

Prices subject to change without notice.

#310 - 1/8" x .875"
#320 - 1/8" x .825"
#330 - 1/8" x .920"
#340 - 1/8" x .790"
#350 - 1/8" x .770"
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WING CAR BODIES
JAGUAR XJR BODY - $6.00 each
It has a rib on the rear deck for extra stiffness and gently sloping rear deck keeps drag low. Popular for
Box 12 racing. Includes window mask

#410 clear

JAGUAR BODY - $6.00 each
An excellent for Group 12 and 15 racing. Like the above but no rib. Includes
window mask.

#420 clear

SPICE BODY - $6.00 each
This body was a winner in its first race. It has a moderately low shape with a
"wide kick tail". This body has low drag and produces high straight-away
speeds. Especially good for Box Stock 15, Int. 15, and Cobalt 15 cars. A little
shorter than other Alpha Bodies. Like all Alpha bodies, it is attractive and
resembles a race car. Includes window mask.

#440 clear

RIBBED SPICE BODY - $6.00 each
The added stiffness of the rib helps keep the rear deck from collapsing at 75 to 90
mph speeds of Group 27 & Open cars. Includes window mask. Order...

#450 clear

TOYOTA BODY - $6.00 each
The Toyota is a "kick tail" body designed to produce maximum down force and
good frontal pressure. The Toyota is exceptional on Group 27, and Open class
cars on tracks where speeds ar slower. This one helps tame difficult tracks.
Includes window mask. Order...

#460 clear

SHADOW BODY - $6.00 each
This body is a low wedge shaped body comparable in shape to the Koford
Pugeot/Sunset Spyder. It has very low drag. It is sure to be the top choice on the
very fast tracks. The classic wedge shape done better by Alpha. Includes window
mask. Order…

#470 clear

GRIFFIN BODY - $6.00 each
This is a versatile body, which works very well on a variety of tracks including flat
tracks, hill climbs, and of course king tracks. Good down force front and rear.
Works great on tracks with esses. Includes window mask. Order…

#472 clear

VALKYRIE BODY - $6.00 each
Similar in profile to the Griffin but with a slightly lower cockpit and with lower,
narrower fenders. This one will be best on the fastest tracks. Includes window
mask. Order…

#474 clear

Prices subject to change without notice.
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NISSAN BODY - $6.00 each
Alpha’s newest body, the Nissan is a bit shorter and has a gentler slope on the tail
than our griffin from which it evolved. This is a body that is good on high-speed
tracks. Excellent balance, high corner entrance speeds. This body is a favorite with
the team Alpha Pros for group 27 and opens. Includes window mask. Order…

#476 clear

ACCESORIES
PIN HOLE REINFORCEMENT TAPE - $10.80 (6 pieces per card @ $1.80 each)
A small piece of this stuff over the pin hole and folded around the bottom of the body is all it takes.
Really hard to rip out! Assorted colors (blue,red and orange) on each card.

#498

SHUNT WIRE - $5.70 (6 pieces per card @ $0.95 each)
Ultra fine copper wire, shunts 10 motors. Includes instructions for making shunts.

#500

INSULATORS - $8.40 per card (4 per pk/6 pk per card @ $1.40 per pk ).

#891

TEFLON SPRING INSULATION - $5.70 (6 pieces per card @ $0.95 each)
The same bright red unmeltable spring insulation, but now with an even smaller outside diameter to
allow that extra bit of room you need. It also slides on the spring more easily.

#501

SELF-STICK LEAD - $6.00 (6 pieces per card @ $1.00 each)

#503

SILICONE LEAD WIRE - $7.80 (1 foot pieces - 6 per card @ $1.30 each)
- $3.59 (3 foot piece)
- $9.50 (10 foot piece)
This wire, which is the standard 18-guage wire, has hundreds of strands of wire sheathed in silicone
insulation for very high temperature applications. Color is bright red. Used for lead wire, chokes,
controllers, etc

#504 - 1 foot
#505 - 3 feet
#506 - 10 feet

20-GAUGE SILICONE LEAD WIRE - $9.50 (1 5ft piece of black and 1 5ft piece of red)
- $28.50 (30 ft piece of red)
- $28.50 (30ft piece of black)

#511-R/B
#510-R
#510-B

It can be used as a lightweight lead wire or spliced onto standard 18-guage wire for
weight savings. It has very high temperature silicone insulation and 128 strands of fine
copper wire. Suitable for Eurosport racing, Scale racing, and Wing racing. You can
save approximately ½ gram by splicing this 20-guage wire to the standard 18-guage
wire at the guide. By completely substituting this 20-guage wire for the heavier 18gauge wire, you can save a gram or more.
MOTOR BOX - $5.40 (6 per package @ $0.90 each)
Clear styrene plastic, rectangular snap lid motor boxes with red foam.

Prices subject to change without notice.

#MB
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SNAP LID CONTAINERS - $7.50 (10 per package @ $0.75 each)
These round polyethylene plastic snap lid containers with foam are tough and strong. They
are great for protecting cans and setups when mailing them for service.

#RMB

BALL BEARINGS
3/32" AXLE BALL BEARINGS - $29.60 per pair
Ultra precision! Imported from Germany. When it comes to bearings as always, you get what you pay for. The
cheaper bearings simply can't compare. These are the finest bearings available, try them and see!

#700

ENBELL BALL BEARING - $13.50 each
5mm, no flange. Imported from Germany. The highest quality bearings available in slot racing.

#702

OILITE BUSHINGS - $23.76 per package (24 per package @ $0.99 each)5mm, no flange... This bushing fits
any 5mm endbell, Alpha, Koford, Cahoza, ProSlot etc. Epoxy in place.

#710

MAGNETS
TS 2000 SAMARIUM COBALT MAGNETS - $34.95 per pair
These are TALL SINGLE MAGNETS made from the best available magnetic material.
The inside and outside radius are designed for a perfect fit in contemporary cans
(Cahoza, Koford, Camen, etc.) and require a minimum amount of honing. In stock
now. Best of all, we can offer these magnets at a great price...

#TS2000-C12 For Cobalt 12
motors with air gaps over .
500". 450" tall, .360" long .065"
arc thickness, ID = .500" OD
= .630"
#TS2000-G7 For Group 7
unlimited motors with air gaps
near .490" .450" tall, .360" long,
.070" arc thickness, ID = .490"
OD = .630"

TS2000-G7B- $34.95 per pair
These new tall single magnets are made from the best available magnetic material.
They are just a bit taller, longer, and thicker than our TS2000-G7 mags. The extra
magnet mass means more torque, brakes and increased motor life.

#TS2000-G7B
For group 7 motors with air
gaps near 490...
demensions... .452 tall x .380
long, x.073 thick. ID = .490
OD = .630

GROUP 27 MODULAR MAGNETS - $34.95 per pair
These are excellent magnets to use for Group 27 motors in 27 light and Formula
2000 rules. They are .402” tall and .440 long single segment. Pairs are fully
magnetized and matched.

#842-440 - .440” long

Prices subject to change without notice.
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TALL SINGLE MAGNETS - $34.95 per pair
New from Alpha. Two tall single magnets (legal for Formula-2000 rules) intended for
use with armatures .480” diameter and larger… (all have a .488 I.D. before honing.)
All of these new magnets are recommended for Cobalt 12 motors (glue or spray glue)
and also for open motors (spray glue and Formula-2000).

#S450-355F - .355” long x .450”
tall, flat tip. (.074” thick)

THOR-59 QUAD MAGNETS - $49.99 per pair (segments)
$59.99 per pair (bonded)
(.400 long, .400" tall, .069" thick) Designed open class motors with armatures of a .
460" diameter or less. These magnets can be used with Koford, Slick–7, or GTO
center magnets to make 6 magnet motors. The segments are magnetized.
The bonded Thor-59 Quad Magnets are fully charged bonded together, and ready to
install. We use a high strength, much higher temperature adhesive to put the pairs
together. They are fully magnetized, and are as easy to install as two magnet sets.
Matched for strength!

#844 – segments
#845 – bonded pair

#S450-380A - .380” long x .450”
tall, angle tip. .070” thick).

THOR TALL QUAD MAGNETS - $49.95 per pair (segments)
#846 - segments
$59.99 per pair (bonded)
#847 - bonded pairs
(.420" tall, .380" long, .069 thick) Designed for larger open motors with .480" diameter
armatures. For maximum torque and racing on high powered tracks. They can be
used with Koford, Slick–7, or GTO center magnets to make 6 magnet motors.
Segments magnetized - not bonded.
The bonded Thor Tall Quad Magnets, are fully charged, bonded together, matched
for strength, and ready to install. We use a high strength, much higher temperature
adhesive to put the pairs together. They are as easy to install as two magnet sets.
This is a great magnet for Opens, Group 27, and the Cobalt 12 class.

SCREWS
HOLLOW SET SCREWS - $17.50 per pack (50 screws per pack)
4-40 x 3/32". As used in most of our 3/32 race tires.

#885

CUP POINT SET SCREWS - $17.36 per pack (50 screws per pack)
4-40 x 1/8". As used in our 1/8” axle tires, full hub rims, & big full hub rims .

#886

ALPHA RACE WEAR
ALPHA T-SHIRT - $20.95 sizes S, M, L, XL
$23.50 sizes 2X & 3X
Bright red T-Shirt with the Alpha logo on the front…(Please specify size when
ordering.) Available sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL or XXX

#900S – small
#900M – medium
#900L – large
#900XL – Xlarge
#900XXL – 2X
#900XXXL - 3X

RACING APRONS - $15.50 half apron
$20.95 full apron

#902 - half apron
#903 - full apron

High quality, bright red aprons with the Alpha Logo.

Prices subject to change without notice.
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ALPHA BOX STICKER - $4.50 (6 per package @ $0.75 each)

#910

TOOLS
DIAMOND COATED MAGNET HONE - $41.50 each
Superior design and construction. Hone core is non-magnetic so the magnet dust does not
cling to it as with other hones. Each hone comes with a fingertip turning attachment (knurled
grip) for that fine feel and careful work. Full regular distributor/dealer discounts!

Prices subject to change without notice.

#1467 - .467 diameter
#1469 - .469 diameter
#1475 - .475 diameter
#1480 - .480 diameter
#1485 - .485 diameter
#1488 - .488 diameter
#1490 - .490 diameter
#1492 - .492 diameter
#1494 - .494 diameter
#1497 - .497 diameter
#1500 - .500 diameter
#1504 - .504 diameter
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MOTOR SERVICES
Alpha provides outstanding motor services for the serious racer at any level. The work is done by
professionals who do it for a living. Many armature services claim to be the best. We like to let our
record speak for itself. Alpha reconditioning has helped the best racers in the world to reach the
pinnacle of success, the USRA Pro Championship, no less than 6 times. Alpha Products is dedicated
to providing excellent workmanship and outstanding service. Our policy is to do all we can to insure
customer satisfaction. We take the lightest cut on the commutator, which will true it. In nearly all
cases, the work will be done and returned to you by First Class Mail, in the same working day. If you
are willing to pay the extra cost even faster return is possible with United Parcel Service Next Day Air
or Second Day Air delivery. Please include complete instructions, payment by check, money order, or
credit card, your return address and telephone number. (It is very important to have the information
included inside the package, as we cannot always read the return address on the outside.) When
sending reconditioning please use the proper address and protect your arms/motors by using a
padded envelope or small box.
In addition to cash, money orders and personal
checks we accept Visa, MasterCard,Discover or
American Express for our motor services.
When using one of these cards for payment,
include your credit card number, expiration
date, and your credit card billing address. A
receipt will be sent back to you with your order.

All correspondence and motor service work should
be sent to the following address…(with a few
exceptions):

ALPHA PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 1069
FOND DU LAC, WI 54936-1069

Prices subject to change without notice.

When using Express Mail, U.P.S., Federal Express, or
other non-postal delivery services, please use our
street address:

ALPHA PRODUCTS
716 NORTHWEST WAY
FOND DU LAC, WI 54937
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ARMATURE RECONDITIONING
$4.50 - (per armature)
We will race condition your armatures with the loving
care they deserve. Our attention to details and our
service will impress you, so will the performance you get
when your armatures are reconditioned at Alpha!
Reconditioning includes removing rust from shafts and
stacks, ultrasonic cleaning to remove carbon, diamond
truing the commutator, precision dynamic balancing, dye
and return in new tubes by First Class mail. Be sure to
check your package for the latest news and updates!
FULL RECONDITION UNBALANCED ARM
$5.50 - (per armature)
FULL RECONDITION/DREMEL BALANCE
$7.50 - (per armature)
COMMUTATOR TRUE ONLY
$2.50 – (per armature)
BALANCE ONLY
$2.50 - (per armature)
For unbalanced armatures, or if you true you own
comms.
ORIGINAL BALANCE
$3.50
ORIGINAL BALANCE
$5.00 (per armature 36D, 26D, RC Arms or Dremel
balance)
STACK GRIND
$2.50 - (up to .010" diameter reduction per arm)
$5.00 - (.011 to .020" diameter reduction per arm)
CHECK BALANCE
$0.75 - (per armature)
CHECK RESISTANCE
$1.50 - (per armature)
You get 3 ohm readings… one for each pole of the
armature.
SHORTEN SPACER
$1.00 - (per armature)

ASSEMBLY – REPAIR
CALL FOR PRICE
Paul Pfeiffer will assemble or repair your motor setup. If
the needed parts are from another manufacturer, they
must be supplied. (We are able to supply bearings,
brushes, springs, spacers, shunt wire, etc. All Alpha
magnets are also in stock for assembly & repair work)
MAGNET ZAPPING / REVERSING
$2.00 - (per can/pair/2 segments)
Make your magnets as good as they can be! We can
zap any type magnet; ceramic, samarium cobalt, or
neodymium. Bring them to their full potential. We can
reverse polarity. (Magnets are always zapped the same
polarity they are unless "reverse" is specified.) Send
can/magnet assembly only (no endbells, please).
GAUSS READING
$1.00 - (per can/pair/2 segments)
Our gauss meter can measure the strength of the
magnetic field of magnets in or out of the can. Gauss
readings are useful for matching magnets.. Before and
after (zap) readings will tell if your magnets lost strength.
($2.00 for before and after readings.)
Shipping & Handling…
All motor service orders under $15.00 will be subject to
a $2.00 small order handling charge.
Countries other than U.S. or Canada add 50¢ per item
sent for service.
U.P.S. NEXT DAY RETURN
(48 states, U.S. only)...add $76.00
(please call for actual cost)
For fastest possible return. Please enclose street
address! (U.P.S. will not deliver to a PO box)
U.P.S. SECOND DAY AIR RETURN
(48 states U.S. only)…add $35.00
Please enclose street address! (U.P.S. will not deliver to a
PO box)
U.P.S. GROUND SERVICE RETURN
(48 states U.S. only)…add $13.50
Please enclose street address! (U.P.S. will not deliver to
a PO box)
Motor service orders returned to you by U.P.S. are
automatically insured for up to $100.00 value. If
additional insurance is required, please include $1.25 per
each additional $100.00 value.

SHORTEN COMMUTATOR
$1.50 - (per armature)
Please note that this may not be possible on all arms.
Works well only for comms with broach cut or EDM cut
channels running the length of the comm.

RETURN BY FIRST CLASS MAIL
(U.S. Only).... FREE

ENGRAVING
$0.50 – (per armature)

RETURN BY PRIORITY MAIL
(U.S. Only) ... add $7.15

Prices subject to change without notice.
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SLOT CAR HANDLING & TIRE SELECTION

For maximum performance and control, the rear end of a slot car must break loose and "drift out" a little in the corners.
This "power on" slide enables you to take the corners much faster than if the car just tracks following the slot.
THE "LOOSE" CAR - NOT ENOUGH TRACTION...
If the rear tires don't provide enough grip, the rear of the car will slide out too easily, or it may "fishtail" making it very
difficult to control the car. The car will slide out until it can go no further because the guide flag is locked all the way to one
side. At this point, the car leaves the slot. This de-slot is the result of having not enough grip or traction.
THE "TIPPY" CAR - TOO MUCH TRACTION...
A slot car can indeed have too much traction. When this happens, the rear end of the car cannot "break loose" and slide
out in a controlled power slide. The rear tires track tightly following the slot. But if the car is driven too fast, the car will
suddenly tilt and the guide flag tips out of the slot. When a car is tilting out of the slot it usually will head straight into the
wall. This happens very suddenly and makes it very difficult to race the car without de-slotting.
"BOUNCY, BOUNCY"...
Another way a slot car can de-slot is when it is bouncing or chattering on the rear tires. This chattering can sometimes
become so severe that the car actually bounces out of the slot. The chattering is very undesirable. It is usually caused by a
broken chassis or motor mount, a bent wheel or axle, or worn out bushings.
THE "HAPPY" CAR...
When the car is set up properly, it will drift out into a controlled power slide. If you drive improperly, it may tilt out of the slot
or it may slide out. It will not always de-slot in the same way. It will be much easier to drive and race than a car that always
slides out or always tilts. By observing just how your car is de-slotting when you race it, you can tune it by changing things
to make it run better...
If the car swings out to easily… Try grippier or wider tires.
If the car tilts to easily...

Try firmer tires or narrow the width of the tires.
Try adding lead weight up front.
Are you using the proper size of tire? Tires that provide the minimum legal clearance will work best. Taller tires make the
car tippy.
Remember that no combination or set up will work for all tracks. You must be ready to adjust and make changes on your
car to suit the conditions you find.

NARROWING TIRES…. HOW? WHY?
Adjusting the width of the tires is a very important tuning method to get maximum performance from your cars. The
narrowing of tires is often necessary when your car has more than enough traction. In this condition, the car will tilt out of
the slot. (The guide flag comes out first and the car won’t take the turn… it goes straight.)
Too much traction is common in glue racing, but it may also occur in spray glue or even in no glue racing.
The tire width should be adjusted by trial and error… just a little bit at a time until the cars’ rear end drifts out just a little in
the corners as power is applied.
Trimming the tires…
The easiest way to do this is with one of the “tire machines” make for trimming and truing tires. These machines will rotate
the tire as a cutting tool (a blade or needle) is forced into the rubber, taking a bit off the inside edge of the tire. It can also
be accomplished by chucking an axle into a rotary tool or drill, and using an exacto to trim by hand. The tire machines are
very nice because tires can easily be trimmed to exactly the same width. After the cutting, the square inside edge is
rounded off by sanding it as it rotates with a fingernail sanding stick. Make the inside edge of the tire about the same
radius as the outside edge. Some racers will prepare several sets of tires in this way at different widths to be prepared for
any track conditions.
The amount of trimming will depend on the firmness and stickiness of the rubber as well as the amount of glue on the
track. Start by trimming off just a little... you can always go back and trim off more. But if you make the tires too narrow, it’s
impossible to put the rubber back on.
It is common to see Box 12, Cobalt 12, even 27 car tires trimmed so much so that part of the rim is exposed on the inside
edge. Trimming tire width is an important tuning procedure that every slot racer should understand.
Some advantages of “properly trimmed” tires…
 It reduces tilting and popping in the glue… can make a car easier to drive and race… often faster too.
 Trimming tires reduces their mass, causing faster acceleration, better braking, and lowers the center of gravity of the
car.
 Trimmed tires will be faster on the straights – especially in glue.
 Properly trimmed tires will allow your motors to run cooler and longer.

Prices subject to change without notice.
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The History of Alpha Slot Racing Products

By Paul Pfeiffer
As a young boy, I got to see and try slot cars for the first time at the local hobby store which had a home set layout
for customers to try. Imagine my excitement when a commercial raceway with a 90-foot, 8-lane track was about to open a
few blocks away from my house. For many of us the love of slot car racing has been a life long thing.
Around 1970 and for a few years after, commercial slot racing had all but disappeared. We all know about that. But
somehow a few dozen raceways and a few manufactures were still around. Fortunately for me one of these raceways was
in Milwaukee. (Hank Kleist’s Beloit Raceway was open continuously for more than 30 years.) At that time at Beloit
Raceway there were a fine group of enthusiastic slot racers running with the open (Group 7) cars. Some of them are still at
it and our friendships have spanned the years.
By the late 1970’s the racing was taking up a lot of my time and energy. There were few raceways operating then
and we did road trips to race at Cincinnati and Youngstown, Ohio, and to Joel’s Race Place; the home of Camen in
Greenbelt MD. With 6 years of Jr. High School teaching behind me, and an ever-growing interest in slot racing, it was time
for a change. I resigned my teaching job and went to work for Joel Montague at Camen. While there, I was fully immersed
in slot racing. Our weekly races were quite extraordinary. Joel Montague, Steve Bogut, Jon Laster, and myself all would be
National Champions.
In 1981, I said goodbye at Camen and returned to my home in Wisconsin without any money or even a plan. I
made a little money custom building chassis, which in these pre-laser, pre-EDM days meant eating a lot of steel dust,
cutting out the center sections by hand. But good things did come and I was able to win 3 consecutive Pro Group 7 World
Championships (1980 – Sylmar CA, 1982 – Uden Holland, 1984 – Elmsford NY) and 3 consecutive USRA Pro Group 7
Championships (1981 – Milwaukee WI, 1982 – Inman SC, 1983 – Centerville OH).
In 1983 the late Ron Granlee (Speed/Sport Distributing) was sponsoring a 4 race national championship series.
The $1000.00 cash prize from that series and an idea about making slot car tires with magnesium rims was about all I had
when I started Alpha Products in 1983. There was only one product then, 3/32 x 13/16 magnesium hub orange tires. But
the product was good, new slot tracks were opening, and with my racing I had met many people. The business was
growing.
At first the shop was confined to the basement, but soon it was taking over most of the house. When I could no
longer handle the work myself, I hired my first employees.. That's a difficult but important step that nearly every businees
has to take. You want to do it all yourself but that's not possible. So you hire some people. And I've been lucky to have
some really good ones. I've made sure that my employees agreed that only the best we could do would be good enough
and we must always respect our customers, treating them the way we would like to be treated.
In 1990 the business moved from my house to the 3600 square foot building which houses the production facilities
and Alpha Raceway. The raceway is a part time operation; open only with limited hours during the week. But we have
provided weekly racing programs as well as top caliber championship slot car races like our annual “Holiday Classic” and
the 20th Anniversary World Championship race. Of course we also host regional series races, such as the North Central
USRA, Badgerland, and Formula-2000 Series. The Hasse King track is invaluable for testing and developing our products.
We are proud to be a leading producer of high quality slot tires (over a million pair sold) and many other
performance components. We also serve the industry with motor services (armature reconditioning, balancing, magnet
zapping, motor repairs) providing superior work and customer service. It has been a labor of love and the years have
passed by very swiftly. The slot racing industry now faces some problems; there will be some bumps along the road. We
must remember and learn from mistakes that weakened and threatened slot car racing in the past. But there are no
problems that cannot be overcome with courage, common sense, and determination. Yes, slot racing is fun, but it’s not the
only way to have fun. The high cost and tremendous effort required for some types of racing has caused many former
racers to look for other way to spend their time and money. Therefore, we strongly support concepts such as
sealed/tamperproof motors, spray glue, one motor races, and Formula-2000 racing which are designed to increase
participation and to attract and keep a new generation of racers. We plan to be there with you to bring the fun and
challenge of slot car racing to the kids, both young and old.
In 2012 we proudly celebrated 29 years in the slot racing industry.
Alpha Products

Phone: 920-922-6509

716 Northwest Way

Fax: 920-922-2944

PO Box 1069

e-mail: sales@alphaslotracing.com

Fond du Lac WI 54936-1069 – USA

paul@alphaslotracing.com
www.alphaslotracing.com
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